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Speaker calls for session  
to debate financial state

Opposition to meet today to discuss options
By B Izzak 
 
KUWAIT: National Assembly Speaker Marzouk 
Al-Ghanem said yesterday he has invited MPs and 
the government for a special meeting on Thursday 
to debate the financial status of the country. 

During the session, Minister of Finance Khalifa 
Hamada is expected to brief the Assembly on the 
sovereign wealth fund, which holds assets estimat-
ed at under $600 billion and the state reserve fund 
which the government claims is cash-strapped. 

The session used to be held ahead of debating 
and approving the state budget, but this year the 
session was delayed because of the disputes 
between opposition MPs and the government. Last 
week, Ghanem called for a special session to 
debate the state budget and the meeting witnessed 
unprecedented scenes between opposition and 
pro-government MPs. 

At the same time, opposition MPs are scheduled 
to meet today to discuss the course of action and 
whether to submit a number of motions to debate  
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5 die in US hot air balloon crash 
 
LOS ANGELES: Five people died in a hot air 
balloon accident in Albuquerque, in the south-
western United States, the city’s police 
announced Saturday. The accident caused pow-
er outages in the area for several hours after the 
balloon came into contact with a power line. 
“Unfortunately, 4 individuals died as a result of 
their wounds from the hot air balloon crash,” 
Albuquerque police said on Twitter, adding that 
one person was taken to a hospital in critical 
condition. Authorities said later Saturday that 
the adult male had died of his injuries. — AFP

Lebanon hails narcotics bust  
 
BEIRUT: Lebanon yesterday hailed a coordinated 
narcotics bust with Saudi authorities that led to the 
seizure of 14.4 million amphetamine pills in the Red 
Sea port of Jeddah. Saudi customs officials found 
the captagon tablets “hidden in iron sheets coming 
from Lebanon”, the official Saudi Press Agency 
reported on Saturday. Lebanon’s interior minister 
Mohammed Fahmi praised “the coordination 
between the Lebanese internal security forces and 
the Saudi forces, which led... to seizing” the smug-
gled captagon. — AFP 

Concerns in Iran over Internet  
 
TEHRAN: A group of Iranian lawmakers are 
working on a draft bill that could further restrict 
access to the Internet, a reformist newspaper said 
yesterday. The bill calls for “organizing social 
media” and the banning of virtual private network 
(VPN) software used widely by Iranians to bypass 
internet restrictions and blocks imposed on several 
social media websites, according to Etemad. Over 
the past few days, Internet users in Iran have 
expressed concern over the draft bill proposed by 
some conservative lawmakers, who hold the major-
ity in parliament since 2020. — AFP

Manure outside Daily Mail HQ 
 
LONDON: British police said they arrested 
several protesters, believed to be with climate 
activist group Extinction Rebellion, after manure 
was dumped outside the London offices of the 
Daily Mail newspaper yesterday. “At around 
06.40 am (0540 GMT), a group of protesters 
emptied manure from a truck outside a commer-
cial property in Young Street, Kensington,” 
Metropolitan Police said in a statement. — AFP 

BAGHDAD: Iraqi President Barham Saleh (second right) and Prime Minister 
Mustafa Al-Kazemi (left) receive Egypt’s President Abdel Fattah Al-Sisi (right), 
and Jordan’s King Abdullah II (second left) in Baghdad yesterday. —AFP

BAGHDAD: Egypt’s President Abdel 
Fattah Al-Sisi and Jordan’s King 
Abdullah II held a tripartite summit 
with Iraq’s president yesterday, in the 
first visit by an Egyptian head of state 
to Baghdad in three decades. 

Iraqi President Barham Saleh and 
Prime Minister Mustafa Al-Kadhemi 
received the Egyptian and Jordanian 
leaders, with Saleh saying the meeting 

was “an eloquent message amid enor-
mous regional challenges”. 

“Iraq’s recovery paves the way to an 
integrated system for our region built 
on the fight against extremism, respect 
for sovereignty and economic partner-
ship,” Saleh said on Twitter. Kadhemi’s 
office said the summit would address 
topics including political and economic 
cooperation, in particular strengthening 
investment, and “joint efforts in the fight 
against terrorism”. 

Iraq is seeking to move closer to 
Arab allies of the United States in the 
Middle East including Saudi Arabia, 
Egypt and Jordan. Squeezed between 
Iran to the east and Saudi Arabia to 
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Iraq, Egypt  
and Jordan  
hold summit 

BODRUM, Turkey: The Russians are 
finally coming but the mayor of this 
empty Turkish resort doubts their 
converted rubles will save what looks 
to be another lost summer. “We 
closed the last tourism season down 
75 percent,” Bodrum mayor Ahmet 
Aras told AFP in a lavish library over-

looking the Aegean Sea. 
“We expect a recovery from July 

with the start of flights from Russia 
and Europe,” but for the sector over-
all, “that will not happen for a few 
more years,” he said. Pandemic curbs 
on travel wrecked Turkey’s economy 
by depriving it of foreign revenue to 
finance debt and support the lira. The 
lack of tourists played a large part in 
the lira’s slide from six to the dollar in 
March 2020 to around 8.7 now. 

President Recep Tayyip Erdogan’s 
government needed an urgent fix 
therefore to quell public 
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Turkish resort  
frets over 2nd  
lost summer

BAGHDAD: In Iraq, a war-scarred 
country awash with weapons, a row 
over a duck or a cockerel or even 
squabbling between children can 
degenerate into deadly tribal clashes. 
Two weeks ago, a child was killed and 
four people wounded when two tribes 
traded fire with Kalashnikov assault 
rifles and rockets in a dispute over a 
1,000-dinar ($0.68 cents) loan. 

The incident in the south’s Missan 
province came after a nine-year-old 
from the Al-Faratsa tribe refused to 
return money he had borrowed from a 

friend, also nine, from the tribe Al-Bou 
Ali. The debtor was slapped by the 
father of the lender-and then all hell 
broke loose. The casualties were all 
passers-by, said Sattar Jabbar, who 
heads a non-governmental organiza-
tion that provides assistance to chil-
dren. “None of them belonged to the 
tribes” involved, he said. 

A week later, also in Missan, rival 
members of a tribe fought with swords 
because one side had insulted a reli-
gious figure venerated by the other. 
Three people were killed, two seriously 
wounded and seven people arrested. 

In the city of Kut, in Wasit province, 
a duck was the source of a dispute 
between two women from different 
tribes that left a young man dead, said 
a local official, declining to be named 
for security reasons.  
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In tribal Iraq, 
petty fights 
turn lethal

AR RADWANIYAH, Iraq: Iraqi tribal elders gather at a funeral assembly in the 
Radwaniyah district, west of the capital Baghdad. — AFP

BODRUM, Turkey: Ukrainian tourists (right) walk next to Turkish people in 
Bodrum, on the Aegean Sea, southwestern Turkey. —AFP 

KUWAIT: Kuwaitis wearing face masks walk at The Avenues Mall in Kuwait City yester-
day as people vaccinated against COVID-19 can only enter malls, restaurants, cultural 
centers, and cinemas, according to the law. — Photo by Yasser Al-Zayyat

Facilities breaching vaccine 
rules to face KD 5k fine
KUWAIT: Kuwait Municipality 
teams were yesterday inspecting 
shops, malls, coffee shops and 
gyms in different governorates to 
make sure only people who 
received COVID-19 vaccines were 
allowed to enter, or the facility 
would be fined with KD 5,000. The 
inspections were in compliance 
with a government decision to only 
allow vaccinated persons to enter 
these facilities starting yesterday.  

Director of inspection and serv-
ices follow up department at 
Ahmadi office, Saad Al-Shaiba, said 

teams were working round-the-
clock to make sure only vaccinated 
persons enter shopping malls, 
restaurants, salons and coffee 
shops. He said owners of the facili-
ties were complying with the gov-
ernment’s decision, which was part 
of efforts to curb the spread of 
coronavirus.  

Al-Shaiba said the Municipality 
carried out an awareness campaign 
before execution of the decision, so 
the teams would take all legal 
measures against people violating 
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